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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

One of the primary vehicles for kickbacks and fraud seems to be foundations associated with

federal agencies. This article will highlight and expose yet another way we are being conned and

manipulated by examining the Foundation for the National Institutes of Health  (FNIH), whose

board is plastered with major Big Pharma players.

This raises serious questions about conKicts of interest, seeing how the foundation oversees the

distribution of hundreds of millions of dollars — unregulated funds that typically go right back

into the coffers of the drug industry. It’s a very clever strategy to extract even more funds from

the American taxpayers.

This conKict of interest also, at least in part, helps explain the actions of Dr. Anthony Fauci,

director of the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and now-retired

director of the NIH, Dr. Francis Collins.  Both have gone out of their way to protect the makers of

COVID shots and dismiss evidence that SARS-CoV-2 was created in and escaped from a lab.

FNIH Board — A Who’s Who of Big Pharma

In 2020, Fauci received the FNIH’s Charles A. Sanders MD Partnership Award for his leadership

and support of “FNIH programs propelling research in lethal infectious diseases.”

Dr. Charles Sanders was the FNIH chairman between 1996 and 2016. Before that, he was the

chairman and CEO of Glaxo Inc. He also spent eight years with Squibb Corp., where he held

several positions, including CEO of the Science and Technology Group.  He’s currently a member

of the FNIH board of directors.

In the video above, Fauci is interviewed by Dr. Freda Lewis-Hall about his career, his

achievements and the public-private partnerships that allowed for the creation of Operation Warp

Speed and the rapid deployment of a COVID-19 jab. Lewis-Hall is a former chief medical o]cer

and executive vice president at P^zer. She is also a current board member of the FNIH.

Another striking member of the FNIH’s board is Dr. Julie Gerberding. If you have a sharp memory

for details, you may recall she served as director of the CDC from 2002 to 2009.

After resigning from the CDC, she entered the express revolving door between industry and

government and was hired by Merck as their vice president in charge of vaccines. Imagine that —

the head of the government agency responsible for policing vaccines is hired by one of the

world’s largest producers of vaccines.

Sadly, it’s all perfectly legal. Later, she oversaw global public policy and strategic communications

at Merck, followed by a position as chief patient o]cer and executive vice president for

population health and sustainability.  Gerberding has now taken her nefarious behavior to an

entirely new level. She’s slid back through yet another revolving door and is the CEO of FNIH as of

March 1, 2022.  Other FNIH board members include:

Chairman Dr. Steven Paul, CEO and chairman of Karuna Therapeutics

Marijn Dekkers, Ph.D., chairman of Novalis LifeSciences

Paul Herrling, Ph.D., chairman for the Novartis Institute for Tropical Diseases

Dr. Paul Stoffels, vice chairman of the executive committee and chief scienti^c o]cer for

Johnson & Johnson

Jillian Sackler, president and CEO of the Dame Jillian and Dr. Arthur M. Sackler Foundation for

the Arts, Sciences and Humanities

Dr. Elias Zerhouni, Professor Emeritus, Johns Hopkins University

James Donovan, a Goldman Sachs partner

Russel Steenberg, managing director and global head of BlackRock Private Equity Partners

The two non-voting directors are Collins and Dr. Stephen Hahn, the current commissioner of the

Food and Drug Administration. This is quite the list.

We’ve got seven current or former drug company executives, the CDC, the FDA, the Sackler family

(notorious for its creation of a deadly opioid epidemic), Johns Hopkins (co-sponsor of Event 201,

which “predicted” COVID-19 and the subsequent destruction of human rights), and two major

investment bankers, Goldman Sachs and BlackRock.

The inclusion of BlackRock is particularly interesting, and disturbing, considering they have a

hidden monopoly on global asset holdings. Together with Vanguard, BlackRock has ownership in

some 1,600 American ^rms, which in 2015 had combined revenues of $9.1 trillion. If you add in

the third-largest global asset holder, State Street, their combined ownership encompasses nearly

90% of all S&P 500 ^rms.  Just what is BlackRock doing on the FNIH’s board of directors?

Who Funds the FNIH?

Then there are the donors. The largest donor to the FNIH is none other than Bill Gates. According

to the FNIH’s 2020 statutory report,  The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation donated $96,981,262

that year, accounting for 15% of the Foundation’s annual revenue.

In 2019, the Gates Foundation’s contribution of $49,827,480 accounted for 35% of the annual

revenue.  As the top donor, it’s not farfetched to assume Gates might have signi^cant

leverage over the direction of the foundation and its funds. GlaxoSmithKline, Johnson & Johnson,

Eli Lilly, P^zer and Wellcome also donated between $5 million and $10 million each in 2020.

FNIH programs funded by the Gates Foundation include but are not limited to:

Combining Epitope Based Vaccine Design with Informatics-Based Evaluation

Comprehensive Cellular Vaccine Immune Monitoring Consortium

Global collaborative for Coordination of Gene Drive Research and Development

The Partnership to Accelerate Novel TB Regimens

mRNA encoded HIV Env-Gag Virus-like-particle Vaccines

The last program on the list — the creation of novel mRNA-based HIV vaccines — is described

as a project to “test a new HIV vaccine concept in animals using noninfectious ‘virus-like

particles’ encoded by an RNA vaccine with the goal of inducing protective antibody responses.”

The initial request for collaboration came from the NIAID at the end of July 2020. In August 2020,

the FNIH Portfolio Oversight Committee approved the project, “contingent upon a commitment of

full funding in the amount of $1.45 million from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.”

The Gates Foundation ful^lled that commitment in October 2020. A memorandum of

understanding between the FNIH and the NIAID was ^nalized in early 2021. A sub-award was

granted to the University of Montreal (CHUM), and Bioqual was given a service agreement to

manage the clinical trial.

Bill Gates also contributes to the FNIH through Gates Ventures,  a rapidly growing venture capital

and investment ^rm that works side by side with the Gates Foundation’s program teams “to

identify investment opportunities.”  Speci^cally, Gates Ventures is an organizational donor to the

FNIH’s Biomarkers Consortium (BC), a cancer steering committee, alongside a long list of drug

companies.

Congress Seeks Greater Transparency

As mentioned earlier, all of this can help explain Fauci’s and Collins’ behavior during the COVID

pandemic. Collins is a board member, Fauci got the foundation’s top reward for support in 2020,

and money Kows into the foundation from drug companies and Gates, all of whom have vested

interests in making sure that whatever the NIH does and recommends to the public, it will

produce pro^ts for them.

According to its 2020 Statutory Report,  the FNIH has raised more than $1.2 billion, and as

mentioned earlier, most of that money goes right back to the drug industry, without

Congressional appropriation or oversight. While the whole thing reeks of conKicts of interest, it

may be di]cult to get to the bottom of because, as a 501c3, the FNIH is cleverly exempt from

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests.

Nonpro^ts are considered private entities, and therefore not subject to FOIA and other open

records laws.  However, the NIH is subject to FOIA since it’s a government agency, and the

funds raised go to the NIH. Basically, it’s a system set up to bypass oversight, and the U.S.

Congress is responsible for creating this fraud-fraught system.

Congress Created This Fraud-Fraught System

Congress is responsible for the oversight of federal agencies, but in the early 1990s, it created

what sure looks like a pay-to-play system. Not only did Congress create the FNIH, they also set

up the CDC Foundation,  which funnels millions of dollars from drug companies and vaccine

makers into the CDC.

This explains the CDC’s highly irrational and harmful COVID recommendations. The fact that the

CDC lies about its pharma funding only makes it all the more suspicious. The CDC has long

fostered the perception of independence by stating it does not accept funding from special

interests.

In disclaimers peppered throughout the CDC’s website  and in its publications, it says the agency

“does not accept commercial support” and has “no ^nancial interests or other relationships with

the manufacturers of commercial products.” With the information exposed in this article it is

obvious that this is a cleverly obfuscated pack of lies — all possible through sheer semantics, as

the funds are diverted through the foundation rather than going straight to the CDC.

In 2019, several watchdog groups — including the U.S. Right to Know (USRTK), Public Citizen,

Knowledge Ecology International, Liberty Coalition and the Project on Government Oversight —

petitioned  the CDC to stop making these false disclaimers  because, in reality, the CDC

receives millions of dollars each year from commercial interests through its government-

chartered foundation, the CDC Foundation, which funnels those contributions to the CDC after

deducting a fee.

On the CDC Foundation’s website, you’ll ^nd a long list  of “corporate partners” that have

provided the CDC with funding over the years. The CDC even accepts money earmarked for

speci^c studies or programs aimed at expanding corporate pro^ts or reducing drug companies’

liability exposure.

As just one example, in 2018, Collins ended up canceling a $100 million study to assess the

effects of moderate alcohol consumption after it was discovered that the NIH had inappropriately

solicited money for the study directly from the spirits industry, and had designed the study “to

satisfy industry interests.”  Collins also had to ditch a $400 million study into opioid dependency

after an independent panel warned there were potential conKicts of interest.

In 2018, a congressional spending panel also warned the FNIH and the CDC Foundation that their

disclosures of ^nancial donations were inadequate. As reported by Science at the end of June

2018:

“Congress created the Foundation for the National Institutes of Health (FNIH) and the

CDC Foundation ... to raise private funds to support federal biomedical and health

research.

It hoped to encourage transparency and prevent potential con@icts of interest by

specifying in the law that the foundations had to report ‘the source and amount of all

gifts’ they receive, as well as any restrictions on how the donations could be used.

But last week, legislators on the House of Representatives appropriations subcommittee

that oversees NIH and CDC expressed concern that the foundations may not be following

those disclosure rules ...

A report accompanying a 2019 spending bill moving through Congress reminds the

foundations to abide by the PHSA when writing their annual reports ... The lawmakers

also say it's not OK to hide the identity of donors who have attached strings to their gift

by labeling them as ‘anonymous.’

The language ‘is a marker that we want more transparency,’ says one House

appropriations staffer, speaking on background because of committee rules on who can

speak to the press. ‘We'd like to see [the foundations] go further, and this language is

meant to start a conversation.’"

Among “anonymous” donors to the FNIH in 2016 were the Gates Foundation, despite having

given a sizeable $19.1 million grant.  While the ^nancial statements of these foundations may

have improved since 2018, the system itself, which gives private industry the power to inKuence

regulatory agencies through unregulated funding, remains unchanged.

Globalists Aim to Take Over Health Systems Worldwide

The reason for having a BlackRock representative on the FNIH’s board of directors could

potentially have something to do with the globalists’ plan to monopolize health systems

worldwide — a plan that is taking shape as we speak.

In June 2021, Gerberding, now head of the FNIH, wrote a Time article  laying out the framework

for an international pandemic-surveillance network, which would include threat prediction and

preemption as well. While Gerberding did not name the World Health Organization, we now know

that’s the organization designated as the top-down ruler, not only of all things related to

pandemics but also health in general. I’ll have an entire article detailing this in tomorrow’s

newsletter.

It’s important to realize that unless we can somehow prevent the WHO from acquiring this power,

it will be able to dictate things like mandatory vaccinations and health passports moving forward,

and its dictates would supersede all national and state laws. We simply cannot let this happen.

At the same time, we need to realize just how bought and paid for our U.S. regulatory agencies

are, and ^gure out a way to clean up that mess. There’s been a revolving door between

government and private industry for decades, which is how we got here in the ^rst place. Closing

that door might be a ^rst step in the right direction, but it’s not going to be enough by itself.

The NIH, CDC and the Food and Drug Administration are all so thoroughly in^ltrated by industry,

restoring them to their intended functions is no easy task. Disturbingly, the same technocratic

powers that are working to give the WHO global power over global health have also in^ltrated

these U.S. agencies. As a result, they’re unlikely to push back. They’re going to be more than

willing to take orders from the WHO.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has ^nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to

access my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com

before anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on

Substack.
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These days my 'default' opinion about organisations of all types that wield some kind of power, whether political, economic, social, or

otherwise, is that they are usually run by corrupt individuals.  I know it's quite a negative approach in assuming these individuals are

guilty until proven innocent, but there are so few 'honest', 'trustworthy' people at the top of their organisations anymore. They are often

pressured by their corrupt colleagues to be more like them, resulting in the good people leaving to salvage their integrity and

conscience, leaving the bad ones in charge.
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Corrupt individuals do not climb ladders to the top. They just smash and crash anyone that gets in their way using blackmail and

bribes.
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"The love of money is the root of all evil". The more money...the greater the evil! Just look at billy boy's evil grin, when he talks

about injecting the children with the gene editing shots; "We just shoot it right into their veins!". Of course; the "Fact Checkers"

are all over this one! https://youtu.be/SEih3KbBkAA
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Randy, the man is a lunatic. The world is in love with a lunatic. This includes a few heads of government. That said, I honestly do

not think Gates is evil in that he will so much as initiate something that's evil. He is just a great opportunist and can be quite

amoral at that whenever he ^nds himself in a position to serve himself on the back of some evil scheme initiated by evil men, and

there are plenty of the latter egging him on no doubt. As for the rest of the world, they are star struck and he knows it. He knows

he can do no wrong. The other day I watched Dr. Reiner Fuellmich declare that Gates will be found guilty on a murder charge in

India. Fuellmich had not a shadow of doubt as to the outcome of the trial. Well, I doubt it would matter much when the world's

leaders, including India's prime minister, are so wonder struck with this spoilt brat. Just watch their body language. He can do no

wrong.
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Sunday , Daniel Lizts ,The Dark Journalsit interviewed Elana Freeland, a world expert on transhumanism. Watch it and all will be

explained.
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Massive ConQicts of Interest at the NIH
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

One of the primary vehicles for kickbacks and fraud seems to be foundations

associated with federal agencies. The reason they’re so frequently used for

questionable transactions is because foundations are private entities and not

subject to Freedom of Information Act requests and other open records laws

)

The board of directors of the Foundation for the National Institutes of Health (FNIH)

is heavily populated with Big Pharma players. This raises serious questions about

conKicts of interest, as the foundation oversees the distribution of hundreds of

millions of dollars — unregulated funds that typically go right back into the coffers of the drug industry

)

This conKict of interest also, at least in part, helps explain the actions of Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institutes of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and now-retired director of the NIH, Dr. Francis Collins. Both have gone out of their way to protect the makers of

COVID shots and dismiss evidence that SARS-CoV-2 was created in and escaped from a lab

)

Dr. Julie Gerberding became the FNIH CEO March 1, 2022. She was formerly director of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

After leaving the CDC, she became the executive vice president of strategic communications at Merck

)

The FNIH’s board of directors includes seven current or former drug company executives, the FDA, the Sackler family (notorious for its

creation of a deadly opioid epidemic), Johns Hopkins (co-sponsor of Event 201, which “predicted” COVID-19 and the subsequent

destruction of human rights), and two major investment bankers, Goldman Sachs and BlackRock

)
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yes; even the philanthropic ones, like the gates fdn, are thoroughly corrupt, as we've discovered
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Beautiful analysis Galeforce.
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There is a club, named the Young Presidents Club... and presidents (CEOs) of companies are encouraged to go and learn... they

learn how to swindle shareholders, stage takeovers, oh, you name it.
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That is my default conclusion about these criminal organizations too. When they have such egregious and obvious conKicts of

interest, lack of transparency and accountability, their guilt is a foregone conclusion, and it is more than enough proof of guilt

needed to arrive at that conclusion of guilt. These criminal foundations are designed for money laundering and pay to play

scheming, and their money trails are further proof of their conspiratorial guilt.
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* * * AMAZING RESEARCH * * *  The World Economic Forum wasn’t simply the brainchild of Klaus Schwab & George Soros, but was

actually born out of a CIA-funded Harvard program headed by Henry Kissinger and pushed to fruition by John Kenneth Galbraith and the

“real” Dr. Strangelove, Herman Kahn. This is the amazing story behind the real men who recruited Klaus Schwab, who helped him create

the World Economic Forum. All involved had ties to the Council on Foreign Relations and the associated “Round Table” Movement, with

a supporting role played by the Central Intelligence Agency.

It also links to Zbigniew Brzezinski and Pierre Trudeau. Read more about it here:

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/03/no_author/dr-klaus-schwab-or-how-the-cfr-t..  ~~~~~*~~~~~  Gates owns stocks of Moderna, so he

will bene^t again. The US has become a very strange and dark nation, as corruption described in today's article is legal, and criminal

behavior by big pharma is not punished, and ^lthy rich guys like Gates pay no taxes, while its population has become victim to a virus

made by CIA with the help of the evil Fauci.

~~^~~ Somebody found old news from 2010 in the WayBackMachine (internet archive) about Ukraine and Obama – The U.S. level-3

bio-safety lab in Ukraine will be used to study anthrax, tularemia and Q fever as well as other dangerous pathogens.

web.archive.org/.../20110522081423  This made me understand why George Soros & Zbigniew Brzezinski selected Obama to become

President. Recently China has asked the US about all those secret US military bio labs around the world, as it violates the treaty about

bio-chemical research.
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Klown schwab, soros, gates, big pharma ceo's need to be arrested for crimes against humanity by whats left of the white hat

government, or LYNCHED by the people and executed. Then the anti-human terrorists from blackrock, vanguard, state street, big

bank, clintons, bushes, obozos, PIGlosi, joomer, shitff, and the rest of congress on the terrorist left and right. 1776 coming! It will

never be a peaceful resolution to stop their desire to destroy the planet. BE PREPARED!
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hi Pete - the situation described by this article which is the leverage used by the power brokers {ie. MONEY} is not isolated but in

reality a demonstrtation of the FLAWS of the free enterprise system known as Capitalism - this system encourages

CORRUPTION by over emphasizing the value of money in these Kawed and failed economic theories - the Fall of Man signi^es

the inability of the system to protect itself from the negativity surrounding the worship of the Golden Calf - greed and malicious

BOREDOM lead the Masses into worshipping the fruits of evil that these despiritualized denizens amuse themselves with -

through fantasies of GRANDEUR and ego driven abberancy thesee monsters lead the Masses into the Darkness of the Future - a

Future with no MORAL standards - incorrigible and they will NEVER willingly reform - unless society acts to reestablish

MORALITY more of the same is to be expected - a leopard cannot change its spots - the enemy will either kill us or the enemy will

be repulsed - YOUR CHOICE!!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Pete, Big & Stan and everyone, - - - - - My question is, how are "they" gonna hide these negative numbers? My big ^nds are the

short, highly visual videos of the weekend: "Politicians and Health O]cials Sending us Down a Vaccine Black Hole ? - - Horrible

UK Data" - www.bitchute.com/.../xBEFOt2YX1lS  - This is actually an update to an earlier 15-minute video posted last month:

"The Data Noose - UK Data Update - Is it time for those responsible to pay ?" - - - www.bitchute.com/.../b6l1NY2uPN04
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Someone posted a link to this on Saturday, traces the history of the Bilderberg group, the beginning theories behind eugenics and

subsequent implementation in the US, transferred to the Third Reich, and from there on ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: "Endgame - Plan

for Global Enslavement" - - ttps://rumble.com/vfdla1-endgame-plan-for-global-enslavement.html - about 2-1/2 hrs long, initially

released back in 2009 or 2010 (??) If you have not watched it, suggest Alex Jones did research back to the mid-1800's for its

inception and this composite of information may bump up your understanding about 10 fold from where it is right now. Kissinger

simply picked up the torch from earlier groups.
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Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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hi there rose - over the last two years the litany of expose's that have been revealed over and over again seems to have not even

dented the propaganda onslaught of the monsters - the public is NOT researching ajnd has no curiosity {brain dead} beyond the

feed trough of falsehoods that is screened for them as TV "news" - they are entrained and behavioraslly conditioned to acquire

their second hand thoughts through this medium - "MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO" - round and round the daisy chain of not having

any interest in the realm of critical analysis - the donkey is a wonderful thing - it will follow that carrot into oblivion
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Stanley, yes, and isn't it likely their friends and neighbors are gonna fall ill, yes? How does anyone hide that under the carpet or

under the bed? One of those videos already had 64k views on bitchute, which is not where it was initially posted. I nearly fell over

at their March update showing effectiveness of greater than -250%...and suspect this "magnet for the virus" may be occurring in

quite a few highly vaxxed areas. Nothing is for certain, but the statistical professor (who I remember seeing in an interview w

Reiner Fuellmich/Viviane Fischer early into the plandemic, nails the problem of de^nition of "fully vaxxed" as a moving target,

confounding any reporting.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“The US has become a very strange and dark nation.” So true, Pete.Smith.  It may have started out as the land of the free, but

without checks and balances to limit the power of money, with freedom comes license. In summary, “government” is in bed with

big Pharma, big Finance and big corporate media, the fox is guarding the henhouse and the revolving door opens only to let in old

or new recruits from the school of globalist indoctrination and lies. We used to think - naively - that big Pharma was interested

only in destroying the natural health industry. We have woken up too late to the silent coup d'etat of the world’ s health

organisations, political institutions, even our personal identity, body, soul and soon, everything we own are up for grabs. Wars

used to be so simple and obvious - good guys against the bad guys. Now the bad guys are behind smokescreens, hidden in plain

sight using weapons of mass deception. When or if the sheople wake up, will it be too late?
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ghZnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete, you should team up with Dr M, seems like you have documented some worthy notes yourself. I still ‘nightmare’ over how

the real side of humanity can be saved. Rather than the monster escape under wraps like it did back in 1945. So we are in the

sequel, Holocaust II. I imagine the beast has created some form of ‘cure’ or protection; but with the magnitude of how many bio

weapons, will their bodies be able to handle that many cure’s or will they all end up in hasmat hazardous material suits. More

Irony, wearing such clothing gives no room for procreation unless they go to the secure lab. “Honey, did you remember to bring

protection?” Sorry, I needed a laugh.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, Pete, that's a lengthy piece on Lew Rockwell. It's outside my area of expertise and full of links so I chose not to go far into

the forest of it all. I'm con^rmed in my response that we're being played and gamed by forces that seek control of the board, that

mankind is largely sleeping to the extent of control and manipulation over us.  My personal sense of direction is to remember and

practice an I-Thou deep respect for the other as a North Star, as a place of clear seeing. A practice of mutuality that rises above

reactivity. I have my personal work cut out for me.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Imaginal110: I believe what you refer to as the I-Thou, is the work we are called to and it is a huge job. Fueling love and not

feeding the hate and evil with reactivity is our way out and will ultimately transform humanity. We will evolve or perish is my

sense of it.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recently China has asked the US about all those secret US military bio labs around the world, as it violates the treaty about

bio-chemical research.  Hmmm... and I wonder how we responded!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just another form of Dark Money. Another Sneaky Pete arrow in the quiver to make sure all will be assimilated. Just see where

DuckDuckGo has joined the censorship parade & YouTube is tightening its censorship policies. All is what they say it is all the time -

words are what I say they mean, ala student Tony Science Fauci. By killing discussion, debate, alternate sources of observation they are

killing the Net as a source of information by attempting to convert it into the former three TV network lap dogs & the once captive

narrative. When someone like Rogan is just sitting down and having hours long conversations with peoples of differing backgrounds &

opinions blows the o]cials out of the water speaks volumes, as the o]cial sources all sing the same tune.

Doc is under constant pressure for sharing positive paths, reveling the need for more or better research, to follow a different path than

offered by the o]cial authorities shows a need for a more open net, not an increasingly closed net. Yes, there are bad actors, goof balls,

mischief makers, & some outright sinister characters. Between the there is one world, and we own it crowd, do as we say or else, & the

closed loop fear addiction in our 'protection systems' things have already gone too far.

A problem for military, law enforcement, anti-terror or intelligence entity's is like a bar of soap in the tub. Squeeze to hard & the soap

Ky's out of your hand. Not hard enough & it falls into the tub. Fear of maybes or could be makes for squeezing to hard and the fear

becomes a self-ful^lling prophecy. Not enough vigilance leads to the same path. Those agencies seem to be trapped in their own Fear

Psychosis. Predator$ are just Predator$.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi steve - "bar of soap" analogy relates to the squeeze - squeeze till the pips Ky out - control the pressure of the squeeze and the

SLAVES will be reluctant to vacate their front row seats in the daily TV dose - its all in the squeeze
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Boy howdy & are we getting squeezed, harder & harder. it seems they don't care, but with depopulation in mind, well.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BOMBSHELL! It's very important that you all look at this; P^zer document release. Over 1,000 dead within the ^rst month!

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/.../tea-time
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, what episode is it? The link gives you 25 tea time episodes, but I don't see anything with a headline of 1000 dead. I have

had a drink, so forgive my ignorance! I'll watch the newest episode and await your answer.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arlen; it's the ^rst one on the page.
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Docathelake
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:23:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't believe it's about money anymore, these people have all the money they could ever spend in 20 lifetimes, all that leaves is power

and control of natural resources and that includes us ...
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting thought, Vandana Shiva has a brief, new video that Organic Consumers posted (it may be elsewhere) in which she

predicts that if those in power get control of world agriculture, the earth will be completely ruined within 10 years, using their

mechanistic, industrial farming methods instead of humans, small farmers taking care of the land. Its all based on extraction,

nothing is being given back. Every native culture round the world has the concept of giving back to nature, growing food to share

with animals and similar earth-stewardship. The same cultures that are being wiped out by forced, clot shots...
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed - which makes me think of a different agenda ... depop agenda... perhaps? Or the 2030 agenda?

www.weforum.org/.../frontier-2030
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Vec7512
Joined On 6/22/2020 5:23:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The NIH either has received or will receive $125 billion of pro^ts from just the covid vaccines in 2021. These tens of millions in conKict

of interest pale in comparison to its drug pro^ts. The NIH has a unique relationship with the FDA who actually approves the drugs. In

fact, the FDA and CDC regularly break laws to bene^t the NIH. For example, the covid vaccines are illegal, because experimental

vaccines have to withdrawn when a vaccine was approved. This is only one law out of many that are being broke. Yet, the DOJ is AWOL.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are illegal, at least in P^zer's case, because more people died in their trial group than in their placebo group! These would

never have been released for EUA if they had reported what actually occurred. The legal beagles are on this case...watch for how

it plays out over the next new months and year.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally agree! I'm shocked that you're at the bottom. don't take it wrong. you got the best replier on the forum (Realrose).

Sometimes people who don't post a lot of replies don't get a thumbs up. It's a popularity contest in many ways. Keep posting! We

need everyone's opinion! Oh well! I gave you a thumbs up and you jumped up signi^cantly. It means no one got a neg today.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The average citizen from all nations are being played against each other and have more in common then THEY would like your to

believe. All citizens world-wide should stand together against this corrupt form of globalization, and stay away from any large organized

campaigns, like this war with Russia, look for the peeps who are trying to start this war with Russia and bring those responsible to

justice. The POWERS THAT BE orchestrated this battle between the USA and RUSSIA while THEY work behind the scene to connect us

all together under the new gov...
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wallguy
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I will repost a 1973 song that explains in detail what is really paid programming of Tell-lie-vision. "I’m the Slime" (Frank Zappa, The

Mothers of Invention) I am gross and perverted I'm obsessed and deranged I have existed for years But very little has changed I'm the

tool of the Government And industry too For I am destined to rule And regulate you I may be vile and pernicious But you can't look away

I make you think I'm delicious With the stuff that I say I'm the best you can get Have you guessed me yet? I'm the slime oozin' out From

your TV set You will obey me while I lead you And eat the garbage that I feed you Until the day that we don't need you Don't go for help,

no one will heed you Your mind is totally controlled It has been stuffed into my mold And you will do as you are told Until the rights to

you are sold !! That's right, folks Don't touch that dial! Well, I am the slime from your video Oozin' along on your livin' room Koor I am the

slime from your video Can't stop the slime, people, look at me go
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jamNjim
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It's all part of the Great Reset. The globalization of the healthcare system is called Communism. The WHO will be the dictator and chief

of everything that's currently FDA related. As you can tell, the Communist countries are circling the wagons. Iran is bombing Iraq.

Russia is doing a hostile takeover of the Ukraine and literally targeting civilians. Everyone assumes China will attack Taiwan. These are

necessary takeovers to make the great reset work. It's why the USA is doing virtually nothing to help the desperate Ukrainians. Our fake

justi^cation (lies) for not assisting Ukraine is to "not entice/provoke Putin" for fear of nuclear war. That's total BS! This whole thing with

the Ukraine is for the Great Reset.

Why else would Biden stop drilling on Federal Lands, kill the Keystone Pipeline, and greenlight Nordstream2 unless he was trying to

"entice/empower" Putin? Now we are entertaining the idea of buying oil from Venezuela and Iran?? These are ALLIES of RUSSIA! This is

all smoke and mirrors people! Senator Lindsey Graham said someone in Russia needs to assassinate Putin. More double talk from a

forked tongue. He's the guy telling you to look at that pretty girl over there while he picks your pocket! WAKE UP! The same thing is

going to happen here that is happening in the Ukraine.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

if this was a blues song Jin - it would be called " DISTACTION BLUES" - when the virus scenario begins to peak the public is easily

distracted by propaganda and mega negativity - works every time - the gullibility of the Masses is disgusting - survival of the

^ttest means TV ADDICTION - or have I got that wrong - Modern Man is a SLAVE and his chains are the TV - lockstep into

oblivion
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ghZnn
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30,000 deployed and positioned right now in south eastern US under the guise of training, waiting for the go ahead. The camps

are ready and the voice of China has stated that the US should disarm and encamp all those who are against the reset and

support #2A. I await my walk into the arena to be eaten by lions so others can be entertained. But, rather than go silently on a

walk to the extermination camp, my #2A voice will sing out, for I fear not death, which may just be rebirth. Sing people!
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM
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jamNjim- My opinion is that the Democrats are pushing the Green New Deal with everything switching to electric and this is just a

guess the oil companies are headed mostly by Republicans or at the very least contribute more to the Republican party so they

are keeping wells closed to keep prices up. By doing so this will hurt the Dems in the midterm elections. The Dems in the

meantime have not addressed the inKux on the southern border or ^ght it every way possible so the immigrants were pushed to

sanctuary cities so they could be counted in the census. Considering that they can not vote the people and their kids are still

counted so the electoral college election every four years leans more towards the Dems. Hope I got that right. But it's always

politics as usual. Please correct me if I'm wrong.
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Yes Stanley, we are slaves to fake news.
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jamNjim
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Thank you gh^nn, I was not aware of that. I was in the ARMY. 30,000 being alerted is ALARMING! This could be WW3.
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jamNjim
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fvtomasch, you're spot on man! I was going to reply to myself and say what you said and I held back. Thank you for saying what I

was thinking.
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Hey Jam, that's some deep thoughts. If you are right it means China rules the world and Russia/Putin is given a free pass to

attack every sovren nation! God bless the Ukrainians!
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM
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WW3 started with the pandemic, YES, the PANDEMIC and the RUSSIAN INVASION are connected, both will move us into the NEW

WORLD...
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I think world war three started witha bang on 911 and the jet scam....along with the Pentagon HOAX ...maybe with the US

MURDER's at WACO texas or maybe at Ruby Ridge where the US Military Slaughtered Randy Weavers wife and baby and son in

cold blood.....or maybe at My Lai Vietnam..where the US Military MURDERED in Cold Blood 350 kids and mothers and old

men......or NUKED Afghanistan with BunkerBuster Nuclear bombs .... actually bombed mountains containing Lithium as a Mining

Operation.but its just the USA LYING government screwing its people ...........but 90% the tax paying citizens really don't care....as

long as their cells work so they can chat on and on about USELESS Information.. about NOTHING...
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In regard to the WHO's attempt to take control of global health, the World Council for Health has issued an open letter on the WHO's

pandemic treaty...worldcouncilforhealth.org/news/2022/03/pandemic-treaty/45591/?utm_sour..
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Yes? The World Bank is now demanding a certain proportion of the population of developing countries be vaccinated, before they

will release any (loan) funds. Its a giant spiders web, woven by Bill Gates and his foundation(s), with investments in GAVI, CEPI,

the WHO and several other NGOs. The WHO is now reporting directly to the WEF - got these alphabets? Appears the world

council doesn't have a clue how large a web they are looking at, as the UN is another focus of power that these agencies report

to.
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fundamentalassumptions
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With regard to their 'web' & how, & why, they prevail over the proud, but not in the Judgment.... Isa 59:2 But your iniquities have

separated between you and your God, and your sins have hid his face from you, that he will not hear. Isa 59:3 For your hands are

de^led with blood, and your ^ngers with iniquity; your lips have spoken lies, your tongue hath muttered perverseness. Isa 59:4

None calleth for justice, nor any pleadeth for truth: they trust in vanity, and speak lies; they conceive mischief, and bring forth

iniquity. Isa 59:5 They hatch cockatrice' eggs, and weave the spider's web: he that eateth of their eggs dieth, and that which is

crushed breaketh out into a viper.

Isa 59:6 Their webs shall not become garments, neither shall they cover themselves with their works: their works are works of

iniquity, and the act of violence is in their hands. Isa 59:7 Their feet run to evil, and they make haste to shed innocent blood: their

thoughts are thoughts of iniquity; wasting and destruction are in their paths. Isa 59:8 The way of peace they know not; and there

is no judgment in their goings: they have made them crooked paths: whosoever goeth therein shall not know peace.
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man3217
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I really don't have a great deal of trust in the medical community. It is like a gang to me and trust me, I've grown up around such

elements. I don't believe any human is the God, nor has all the answers. If this were true, then none would die. I ^nd it interesting how so

many decide to not use their brains and question all things, bene^cial or not. Medicine is not infallible. It is created by humans, and we

make mistakes. The medical community acts as if they don't. Loosely translated, they are above all other humans, in their minds. This is

absurd. I do appreciate Dr. Mercola's perspectives and transparency. Many in the medical community could learn a thing or two from

him.
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Dude, you're spot on! God Bless!
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Appalling state of affairs. And, of course, the mainstream media (bribed and corrupted to the hilt), don't say a bloody word. It took me

many years to realise that the USA was far from 'squeaky clean' when it comes to bribes and corruption. Being somewhat naive, when I

was younger, I was shocked at the blatant baksheesh shenanigans indulged in (and expected) by so-called 'third world' countries - until

my eyes were opened to what many organisations – and government bodies in the States were doing. The terminology used might have

been different, but the end result was the same.

However, while everything that we are currently experiencing, world-wide is desperately uncomfortable, I choose to believe that

Nemesis is on the way and that these despicable people will pay the price - sooner rather than later. What they tend to forget - in their

arrogance - is that what goes up, must come down. And, when they do ^nally get their ‘come-uppance’, it will be an ignominious and

undigni^ed farewell. (Think Idi Amin and Saddam Hussein for starters).
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There is no difference between third world countries and the US. About 25yrs ago I was acquainted with a former top executive

of one of the earliest fast food companies. I told him the only difference between the third world and the US is that corruption in

the US is so sophisticated that it is able to gain legal protection for its shenanigans while the corrupt in the third world are too

crude and unsophisticated to get smart with legal covers. So, the deplorables of this world are quickly dispatched to wherever

the honorables decide they should go. He laughed and he agreed. This is going back to 1997, long before the current rot started.

 The fact is the whole world is now totally corrupted, and there is slim chance of recovery.

Quibbling with words and outright lying is now almost a sine qua non for corporate success. It is considered an essential

attribute to be loyal to whatever the credo might be, even if this means murdering the multitude. And so, the Covid-19 scam. I

don't believe there can be any reputed organization in today's world that is ethical and socially responsible. You can however

legislate for these things ad in^nitum, which of course they do ad in^nitum, but the corruption will yet march on. So much for

grandiose vistas of "sustainability". When the heart is sullied no amount of mind can make cover for it.
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Its very clear our government is corrupt. Thank you for the article. I would like things to be even clearer regarding the other problem of

“transparency” - law making. We and our representatives can’t SEE what is being voted on!!! Omnibus bills are by design preventing

accountability and transparency. They do what special interests pay them to so and then can hide their own part.. shielded and their

votes rushed and protected. This is murdering democracy from the get-go.
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Yeah...    choiceclips.what^nger.com/2022/03/14/doctors-now-get-6-months-prison-..
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now I am gonna throw up..   www3.weforum.org/.../Code_of_Conduct_2017.pdf   and Trudeau can do this? The Forum does not tolerate

any form of bribery or corruption and actively supports international efforts to ^ght bribery and corruption. Forum Staff who engage in

bribery may expose the Forum to being investigated, prosecuted and ^ned. Forum Staff may also be accused of committing criminal

offenses. Never directly or indirectly offer, give, solicit or accept any form of bribe, kickback or other corrupt payment. Yet Justin can do

this to truckers and private people?? So why can Justin Trudeau ROB trucker of livelyhods and bank accounts?

 www3.weforum.org/.../Code_of_Conduct_2017.pdf  
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More about Hitler you were never taught in school......was never in any Textbooks.. more USA brainwashing..... read some sobering.

well known researched facts >>> historyreviewed.best/index.php/22-reasons-why-adolf-hitler-was-a-good-..    <<<<, and now we see

 SCUM like biden and peadophile Trudeau and the King Pedo Klaus schlob.....what a fked up world
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Santa Klaus???? WTF........ooops WEF  What The Fck is thuis styuff?// texting scmrs
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Charle.L
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Dr Elias Zerhouni was also the 15th Director of NIH appointed by George Bush, served May 2002 - October 2008
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Well this has certainly turned into a desperate, "I give up" conversation. That's not where I am. Yes there is corruption; yes there is

massive illegality; yes it has progressed a long way. But of all the places in the world the USA has a culture and a constitution that gives

us the abilities to ^ght and win. It is not hopeless. There are millions of us in this country that do not want the actions of what amounts

to a relative "few" to dictate how we live. There is massive awakening taking place. And with that awakening comes the ability for the

masses to cause changes to take place.

What changes are needed? First, a commitment to ETHICS, and a demand that anyone who is unethical gets discredited, especially

politicians and public ^gures in general. We The People have the ability to do such discrediting successfully. Second, a commitment to

ethical and reliable elections at every level and every jurisdiction in this country. That can be done and every one of us can help

accomplish that. For example, volunteer to help in election monitoring. If everything is monitored, it cannot be hidden. And if it is not

hidden, it cannot be corrupted. I've never in my life been interested in politics of public o]ce, but I am running for a local o]ce to help

do what I can.

This condition in the country is no longer political between democrats and republicans. It is between We The People and the corrupt

deep-stater-globalists, and that latter does NOT include most democrats or republicans. There are many more of us than there are of

them. With fair elections we can re-instate rule-of-law (ethics), and we can re-instate ethical and sensible laws. That's the real war that

is being fought, and We The People can and will win it.
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'White hats'& 'storytelling mythologist' witches& sorcerers are going to save us from 'black hat' revisionist, merchandising, mythologist

witches & sorcerers/pharmakioae. God help us. The truth has fallen in our streets. Children are our oppressors, women rule over us,& at

the core are the merchandisers& craft of Sodom& Egypt: both out from Babel& the corruption of all Kesh that was pre-Flood& which

was also after in the Valley of the Giants& Canaan. Hirelings, idol shepherds,wolves. Idolators worshipped& followed them then, mighty

men of the earth allied themselves by craft to them then,& are doing so yet,& again: to those that mutter&peep, necromancers& those

w/lying familiar spirits.

MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, MOTHER OF HARLOTS& ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH comes back to the fore, the mother& order

of every covert/occult system of craft that has ever been: bloody, drunk on the blood of the saints tho coming in the name of Christ &

Messiah...of God. She is full of fornications& abominations: her chief worship the de^ling of anything good, right, true, holy or pure. Of

the father of lies.  Whenever she speaks it's a lie, because there is no truth in her, & she will not abide in the truth, hating the light.

Covert. Occult. Sophisticated in sin. In bondage& offering only bondage: never free. The consort. Imperious.

Tyrannical. Impure. Unfaithful. The blind leading the blind to the same ditch, the deceiving& being deceived. All who join w/ her become

as her. She is un-reformable; impervious to protest. She can only be exposed& come out from. America's leaders have betrayed her

people&have returned us once again to the serfdom& slavery system of the great Whore of European Babylonish Rome,& repeat the

error of Judah&Israel: &her people love it so. What more could be done for the reprobate silver? The unnatural branches graffed in even

easier to break off than those natural before them. Only whole light& truth could cure this corruption: & men refuse to suffer that.
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I thin u have multiple screws loose  fundamentalassumptions
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Moderna Plans Three
More mRNA Vaccines, Not
All for Infection
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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At least I'm literate. That one seems to be functional & holding the gears in place. I'm not my own 'god', & my end isn't Hell,

thanks to the Lord & his righteousness. Probably been ^ghting & warning the liars & exposing their great hellish work for what it

is longer than you've been alive. Every thing that Book said would come to pass has, & every one of their wiser & better ideas has

contributed to their own destruction. But they just keep stumbling along blind & proud. If men knew that Book, they'd understand

what is coming to pass, & the allusions to it. Press on, Jehu.
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all of this "revolving door" activity between the cdc, fda, and the pharmaceutical companies, in terms of people working for one then the

other, should cause more than eyebrow raising in the public. This kind of cronyism plainly belies that our public-protecting govt

agencies are compromised and untrustworthy, and even liberals should be upset about it, but somehow, the dems don't even lift an

eyebrow. Nothing will be done until the paid for media starts reporting these stats.
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WISH I GOT A CHANCE TO GIVE FAUCI A KICK-BACK :)
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mat1933
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A MASSIVE CONFLICT OF INTEREST WOULD BE BELONGING TO THE FREEMASONS DON'T YOU THINK?
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fundamentalassumptions
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ALL the covert/occult cults of craft are subservient to, & in concordat with, one impure, lying, blasphemous, unholy body. She

doesn't bring the freedom indeed of John 8 KJB, the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures (John1, 1 Peter

1, 1 Cor 15 KJB), Christ of the Godhead: Father, Son & Spirit: holy, holy, holy: as man created in his image is body, soul & spirit tho

fallen, born in sin, his spirit requiring the new birth of God being dead in trespasses & sins. Godhead in the scriptures 3x.

One person. Christ is the only begotten& express image of God. Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God is one LORD. Je-ho-vah.

El-o-him. She does not come to the light (John 3), nor walks in the light, but brings a covert& occult 'deal',& a partnership w/ the

existing elite& craft of those nations that submit to her as their 'head' w/ Babylonian Pontifex Maximus, idolatrous 'divine' Man,

the lie of Genesis 3: ye shall be as gods. Becoming cronies& lesser lieges they lord over the respective peoples of the earth kept

in darkness, superstitious, dumbed down& subservient.

Every tapping, initiating, sorting, layered craft of MYSTERY, & every level of crony& gangster head backed by force, answers to

her& serves the spirit behind her: that old father of lies who operates in darkness,not the light. The occult discipline& order of

Loyola, thru Weishaupt, brought in the Masons long ago. Romans 1 describes how men come into subservience to her tho

holding the truth& w/o excuse, despising& turning from the truth evident in the creation& their own consciences (Romans 2),&

away from the written word which came not by the will of man, but of God thru the prophets, then apostles: the oracles of God

entrusted to the Jews (Romans 3).

Professing to be wise, they become fools& worship& serve the creature rather than the Creator who is forever blessed, holy, holy,

holy:Self-existent& transcendent: Almighty God, the Ever lasting Father, the Prince of Peace,the Lord JesusChrist
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maybe you should read a bit about Cecil Rhodes who ^nanced more than one might think,,,,this is just one of his things.....  

 www.africanexponent.com/post/7596-cecil-rhodes-an-evil-murderous-colon..

 www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/1967-Sir-Andrew-Carnegie-and-Cecil-J-Rh..
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US Government has been doing shady deals for hundreds of years .born in coruption...shady dealing from the days the white sh!t eaters

landed here...
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She was intended to be a tool of the Jesuits, but by the grace& miracle of God, thru the inKuence of his Spirit, quickening word,&

faithful witnesses& preaching w/o hypocrisy& the hireling 'touch'...that ^rst secretive& elitist Constitutional convention was

exposed& foiled before they could use, then shaft, the people yet again. Faithful Patrick Henry ^red off his 'I smell a rat in

Philadelphia' letter to Madison,& alerted the baptist elder& leader of the little people, the free churches beholden to no State or

head but Christ according to the scriptures: never to Rome...John Leland.

Leland had earlier petitioned Madison for a Bill of Rights protecting the rights of the common man, as well as those of the elite

craft of state& Babylonian Romish Augustinian ordered religious craft, but had been rebuffed. Madison stalled while the common

people& soldiers refused to ratify that 1st elitist Constitution,& thinking Gen. Washington to be tightly controlled within the

Brotherhood of the aristocratic coverted craft:a gentry class Virginian& Masonic member, told Leland that if they could get

General Washington's endorsement, he'd include their Bill of Rights in the Constitution for another attempt at rati^cation.

Washington,however, had been born again& biblically baptized in testimony to that salvation& allegiance in liberty under the

preaching of soldier-chaplain John Gano at Valley Forge before many witnesses;& GAVE his endorsement. There was nothing for

the Beast system to do but play along or be exposed for what they were! But the covert war raged on.

There were no slaves in baptist Rhode Island,nor Quaker held territory,& the biblical debate was exposing the hypocrisy.

Washington was in negotiation w/his attorneys to free his slaves when he suspiciously died,excessively bled for a chill by the

senior gentleman physician over the protests of both Martha,& the jr attending physician,having alienated the Custis heirs,the

craft& Rome alike. Nothing new under the sun.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.theburningplatform.com/2017/05/11/cecil-rhodes-and-the-dream-of-a-..  Read about the unknown daddy of the New World

Odour and was the wealthest man ever....
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM
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Thank you Dr. Mercola! You are an intrepid warrior for promulgating the Truth. Throughout history true heroes have been (very) few and

far in between. All I can say is Thank you!
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But exactly what can you do about it? Anyone against the above is just about censored out.
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bloodguy
Joined On 5/12/2009 10:10:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmmm....NO mention of the BAYH-DOLE RAT HOLE?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So its PI day 2022.When does even a smidgen of accountability for these crimes against humanity begin again and the likes of Gates

and Fauci actually feel some heat. They seem as if they have not a care in the world. We live in a perpetual loop of same old same old.

Without accountability none of this ends...why would it?
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Globalists (corporations) Aim to Take Over Health Systems Worldwide" Not. Actually, Globalist Corporations Aim to Take Over

MEDICAL Systems Worldwide. There are no local, civic, state, national nor world "health systems." There are no corporate "health

systems". Medicine is a word everyone knows and understands. HEALTHICINE, the arts and sciences of health and healthiness, is not in

any dictionary. The phrase "health system" marketing term for medical systems. If we are to ^nd health for ourselves, our communities,

and our governments, we need to study health. A focus on "medicines" and pro^t from medicines leads to a simple goal - "make

everyone sick" and "sell them drugs and preventatives". A focus on health would be a focus on cure, but today most medicines make no

attempt to cure. Cured is not even de^ned for most diseases.
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It's not new, but ancient. The craft Serapeum was up& running in Pergamos where the Babylonian priesthood Ked at the fall of

Babylon,& the story-tellers& mythologists of MYSTERY had cobbled together the Serapis god out of an Egyptian& Greek deity, to

draw men to themselves, the Ptolemies & pagan priestcrafts uniting: w/his emblem as that old piece of brass Nehushtan which

Hezekiah had destroyed when the people idolatrously worshipped it rather than getting the point from the events of Numbers 21

when by faith repentant sinners could look to the serpent sin on the stake provided by the mercy of God & be healed (later

explained in John 3 when Jesus was preparing& being examined as the Lamb of God, the passover Lamb,& to be lifted up,

become sin for men).

This,when Jesus, the begotten,& God in the Kesh, Immanuel, walked this earth in Adamic Kesh, & healed this woman which no

medicine of men's craft could heal in witness to the evidencing & identifying scriptures, revealing to those keeping the word who

he was in truth. Mr 5:26 And had suffered many things of many physicians, and had spent all that she had, and was nothing

bettered, but rather grew worse, Lu 8:43 And a woman having an issue of blood twelve years, which had spent all her living upon

physicians, neither could be healed of any, ---

ALL the craft systems use that same old rod & serpent symbol, even as Jannes&Jambres (Ex 7-9;2 Tim3) whether knowingly or

not, & only the faith anchor of the hidden heart of man seen by God alone...only the rock to which it is anchored to to the end

determines the ^nal& eternal end of that. Their rock is not as our rock, even our enemies being the judges. And, it's God sorting:

not men. For it's not a blanket condemnation of 'medicine' or 'physicians', but wicked heart&intent turned from truth, or receiving

it: Colossians 4:14 Luke, the beloved physician, and Demas, greet you.
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These people get their position thru manipulation and trading favors. They are controlling government policy and our lives. The

politicians we elect are not. We must pick politicians that are willing to work for us and not corporations, foundations and the censoring

media.
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Joined On 3/14/2022 9:26:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also.. FDA and CDC are sister agencies within the Department of Health and Human Services. Both FDA and CDC exist and work to

protect the public health but have different statuary mandates and responsibilities. HHS is over Medicare Medicaid. It is all linked!!!
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and they are NOT owned by the USGovernments..but privately owned all have CEOs
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Joined On 10/4/2015 7:56:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, please do not ever stop telling the TRUTH! I have stood by your side for years and refuse to sway or back down. Be strong!

We are winning! :)
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Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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Dr M, your one step ahead of the curve. This validi^es the theatrical line “don’t underestimate the power of the dark side” I am no angle,

especially not a dark angle; but this supports and strengthens my eMail signature “If this is humanity, I must be an alien” The magnitude

of the beast is incomprehensible, and … down right depressing. Do you ever wonder what this beast will feed upon after it has killed off

the real side of the human race. Irony.
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We're either strangers& aliens to this temporal& dying, w/ exchanged citizenship; or strangers& aliens to the household of God.

Eph 2 & Hebrews 11-13 KJB. Heb 11:13 These all died in faith, not having received the promises, but having seen them afar off,&

were persuaded of them,& embraced them,& confessed that they were strangers& pilgrims on the earth. - Ephesians 2:8-22 KJB

For by grace are ye saved thru faith; & that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: :9 Not of works, lest any man should boast.

:10 For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath before ordained that we should walk in

them. Ephesians 2:11 ¶ Wherefore remember, that ye being in time past Gentiles in the Kesh, who are called Uncircumcision by

that which is called the Circumcision in the Kesh made by hands; :12 That at that time ye were w/o Christ, being aliens from the

commonwealth of Israel,& strangers from the covenants of promise,having no hope,& w/o God in the world: :13 But now in Christ

Jesus ye who sometimes were far off are made nigh by the blood of Christ.

Ephesians 2:14 ¶ For he is our peace, who hath made both 1,& hath broken down the middle wall of partition between us; :15

Having abolished in his Kesh the enmity, even the law of commandments contained in ordinances; for to make in himself of twain

1 new man, so making peace; :16 And that he might reconcile both unto God in 1 body by the cross, having slain the enmity

thereby: :17 & came & preached peace to you which were afar off,& to them that were nigh.

:18 For thru him we both have access by 1 Spirit unto the Father. :19 Now therefore ye are no more strangers& foreigners, but

fellowcitizens w/ the saints,& of the household of God; :20 & are built upon the foundation of the apostles& prophets, Jesus

Christ himself being the chief corner stone; :21 In whom all the building ^tly framed together groweth unto an holy temple in the

Lord: :22In whom ye also are builded together for..
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"public-private partnerships". The very ^rst time I saw that term; I knew that this society was in big trouble! ConKicts of Interest, is the

way in which business is conducted these days. You would think that people would understand the "game" by now! Collapse of this

society/civilization, is imminent!
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The issue, as pointed out by Rosa Koire (now deceased), is these started to take hold the late 1980's. 40 years of growth of

NGO's at the same time. New name for the WHO should be the Vaccine "Horton hears a Whooo" Organization.
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We need to form our own systems and let this system that is of, for, and by pro^teering criminals disappear up its backside. Which it

shall. A snake can't survive long by eating their tail. With apologies to proper snakes.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The "layers" of .GOV Health corruption is stealthy and seemingly endless. Hours of discovery peel back one or two layers like an onion.

Only to reveal dozens of corrupt little onions ripe with endless added layers. There is no question that there is "motive to enslave" the

human resources at the exact same moment to harness and control all the natural resources and commerce interests. The New Frontier

is slavery paid for by the slaves it has captured. We will buy our own demise. You really do not need a crystal ball to see how we are

deep in stages of being corralled as disposable and useless collateral damage to a blueprint of tyranny and sorrows of illusioned fears.

A more vicious cycle of total control has been promised by the wretched excess of wealthy crazy men. The worst possible theater has

been cast. And we are inescapable cast of characters of the dire variety. Devine intervention is the siren song. You need not be religious

to ask for salvation and truth. We are being immersed in Devilution....not evolution!  "I have entrusted you with much...even more is

expected" Dr. David Martin quote r/e Mother Nature.
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Do not these people realize that one day we will all have to answer for our actions?
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They either think they are on the winning side or they are like drug addicts, always only wanting instant grati^cation and will

worry about the consequences later.
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Turned from truth & with no fear of God before their eyes. As all the lost.
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Turned from truth & with no fear of God before their eyes. As all the lost.
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1LittleRedDog
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Thank you for all the help you have provided during this di]cult time. You are a hero, Sir.
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From the clip; Fauci, "a pandemic like." It's all hidden in word games.
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BREAKING NEWS: UKRAINE JEW PRESIDENT ZELENSKY PLAYING PIANO WITH HIS PENIS

www.brighteon.com/e56defd4-372a-4c4c-bdd4-d3515b522a64  UKRAINE JEW "PRESIDENT" HOMOEROTIC DANCING IN STILETTO

HIGH HEELS AND BLACK LEATHER [full clip] www.brighteon.com/e22720c1-acb7-4881-9647-a00f68b0ad5f  Volodymyr Zelensky's

greatest moments from the world of entertainment www.indy100.com/politics/zelensky-ukraine-president-comedy-acting  [watch Putin

on stage in second clip that plays automatically] 7 FACTS the Media is Hiding About Russia & Ukraine - Putin Zelensky

www.brighteon.com/d98d0aed-ab9d-4b6c-9661-7c1408aa699d  They want you to forget the last two years.

www.brighteon.com/1116b3bc-060f-48e4-9e02-f024eec06dea  Wait! Did They REALLY Just Admit This?

www.brighteon.com/8afd840b-4fbc-47e4-bcf6-a78bf97a8625  www.brighteon.com/.../SurvivalTV  President of DuckDuckGo (((Gabriel

Weinberg))) Destroys its ENTIRE Business with a Single Tweet! - www.brighteon.com/125dc676-28d0-4246-9ba7-fa90975ec671

 [space] Yandex.com - Russian Search Engine - works good - Rolf Witzsche used this Yandex search engine/email site - it's also likely

recommended by lotsa Ruskies prolly because and especially right here, right now.

[ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..  ] [space] https://yandex.com  The ^rm is the largest

technology company in Russia[9] and the second largest search engine on the Internet in Russian, with a market share of over 42%.[10]

It also has the largest market share of any search engine from Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States and is the 5th

largest search engine worldwide after Google, Baidu, Bing, and Yahoo!.

[space] The News-Benders (1968) Thirty Minute Theatre (Subtitled) - watch in light of all the pre-planned "today's" news

www.brighteon.com/0e4d4854-6440-4554-882d-5cb1c7242c9c  [space]  www.youtube.com/watch
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a medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.
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